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Subject: More Investigations Database Stuff

Body:

I warned you there would be more. 1) At the View screen is there anything you can do to get rid of the many 

extra listings which appear under each major issue heading? A lot of it is junk I created while I was learning my 

way around (and am still creating while I'm still learning) but it does not seem necessary to have it all appear 

on the View screen. I would like to have each issue appear by number (as it does now) with a descriptive 

phrase which I will give it in the Summary of Issue field. I prefer to open each Issue and then cruise through 

each issue to find if I made an Interview Report or a Call Report, or whatever.2) How do I move from the 

investigations database to email, compose a partial email message, and then go back to the investigations 

database before I complete and send the email message? (I know how to go from investigations to email but I 

don't know how to go from email back to investigations while leaving the email message open so that I can 

come back to it and add more before I send it.)3) I've created eight (8) separate issues. Unfortunately I can 

only find seven of them on the View screen. I did save #8, at least I thought I did. Can you help me find it, 

please?I'm certain I'll have more for you later. Thanks. If I'm in the Investigations database and I jump over to 

email to send something and I then want to go back to the Investigations database before I complete and send 

the emai
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